Effect of lower limb muscle fatigue induced by high-level isometric contractions on postural maintenance and postural adjustments associated with bilateral forward-reach task.
This study tested the effect of lower limb muscle fatigue induced by series of high-level isometric contractions (IC) on postural adjustments and maintenance of erect posture. Subjects (N=7) displaced a bar (grasp-bar) forward with both hands at maximal velocity towards a target ("bilateral forward-reach" task, BFR), before and after a procedure designed to induce fatigue in dorsal leg muscles. This procedure included IC at 60% of maximum. Postural joint and grasp-bar motion, along with electrical activity of postural and focal muscles were recorded. Integrated electromyographical (EMG) activity per 20 ms period ranging from 400 ms before BFR onset (t0) to 400 ms after t0 was compared before and after the fatiguing procedure. This time-window included "anticipatory", "on-line" and "corrective" postural adjustments, i.e. those postural adjustments occurring before (APAs), during (OPAs) and after (CPAs) BFR, respectively. In contrast to the literature, results showed that the fatiguing procedure had no effect on muscle excitation or timing in any of the recorded postural muscles, regardless of APA, OPA or CPA-related time-window. Therefore, the postural drive did not change with fatigue. Furthermore, the peak-to-peak motion at postural joints did not change. Postural maintenance was therefore not additionally challenged. These results are in line with the hypothesis that the effect of fatigue on postural adjustments is dependent on the adequacy between fatigued motor units (MUs) and MUs recruited during the postural adjustments. Increasing IC intensity during the fatiguing procedure might therefore not necessarily exacerbate the effect of fatigue on postural control highlighted during lower level IC.